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Whisper Mar 27 2022 A girl known as Jane Doe
who has the power to change reality has been
held in a secret government facility for more
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than two years, but everything changes when
she gets a new handler, the mysterious but kind
Landon Ward.
A Riley Bloom Novel: Whisper Jun 25 2019 Riley
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Bloom died, aged twelve, in a car crash with her
parents and her beloved dog Buttercup. Her
sister Ever survived – but that’s another story.
Riley must let go of Ever and all the things that
tied her to life – and discover what she’s meant
to be in the afterlife. Riley is a soul catcher. That
means helping the unhappy lost souls who stick
around in the human realm to move on – and
find their own place, over the bridge, in the
great hereafter. With her spirit guide, Bodhi,
and Buttercup by her side, Riley embarks on an
adventure that will take her around the world –
sending ghosts back where they belong, until
she can finally make it there herself.
The Whisper of Stars Nov 03 2022 The year is
2091. With accelerated warming and global
population out of control, the survival of
humanity hangs in the balance. On the brink of
extinction, science delivers one last hope.
Human hibernation.Jennifer Logan is a tough
cop in the newly formed Duality Division, tasked
with enforcing hibernation. When she uncovers a
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memory, hidden deep within her mind, her belief
in the system she protects is shattered. Together
with an unlikely partner, and convinced that her
past holds the secret to mankind's future, she
embarks on a dangerous search for the truth,
one that rapidly turns into a struggle for her life.
Pursued by the very people she once trusted,
Logan must risk everything for answers. As her
world unravels and the layers of deceit are
revealed, she is forced to question everything
and use all of her skills to survive. In The
Whisper of Stars, author Nick Jones delivers a
breathtaking, sinister vision of the future, where
nothing is what it seems. He shows us that some
secrets cannot stay buried, no matter how
deep.www.iamnickjones.com
The Whisper of Stars - Hibernation Book 1
Jul 19 2021 The year is 2091. With accelerated
warming and global population out of control,
the survival of humanity hangs in the balance.
On the brink of extinction, science delivers one
last hope. Human hibernation. Jennifer Logan is
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a tough cop in the newly formed Duality
Division, tasked with enforcing hibernation.
When she uncovers a memory, hidden deep
within her mind, her belief in the system she
protects is shattered. Together with an unlikely
partner, and convinced that her past holds the
secret to mankind’s future, she embarks on a
dangerous search for the truth, one that rapidly
turns into a struggle for her life. Pursued by the
very people she once trusted, Logan must risk
everything for answers to the mystery that
unfolds. As her world unravels and the layers of
deceit are revealed, she is forced to question
everything and use all of her skills to survive. In
The Whisper of Stars, author Nick Jones delivers
a breathtaking, sinister vision of the future,
where nothing is what it seems. He shows us
that some secrets cannot stay buried, no matter
how deep. The Whisper of Stars is the first book
in the Hibernation Saga. A fast-paced, futuristic
thriller starring a tough, female protagonist. It
features conspiracy theories, romance and
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intrigue and is set in a dystopian world, making
it an ideal read for any fans of the sci-fi genre
and also suitable for a young adult audience.
“Nick Jones’ debut is an action-packed sci-fi
story that masterfully blends espionage with
ultra-cool technology and delivers on its
promising concept.” Kirkus.com (One of the
most trusted and authoritative voices in book
discovery.) http://www.iamnickjones.com
The Whisper of Stars Oct 02 2022 Showing the
wonder and enigmatic beauty of Siberia through
stunning photographs and commentary, this
pioneering book describes Grossfeld's travels
throughout Sibera, a land so remote it extends
beyond imagination.
Astrology Sep 28 2019 Discover how to use
astrology to understand yourself, make the best
choices, and improve every area of your life. In
her trademark accessible, down-to-earth style,
acclaimed astrologer Carole Taylor explains how
to use the age-old wisdom of astrology as a
powerful tool for self-knowledge and self3/16
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enrichment. Using your birth chart as a starting
point, you'll learn how to interpret the zodiac
signs, planets, and astrological houses to better
understand yourself. Carole shows how
astrology can provide psychological insights,
then pinpoints ways to use this knowledge to
nurture personal and professional relationships,
deal with stress, or release your imagination and
creativity. You'll discover, too, how star lore can
help you when you need it most, with practical
advice on negotiating key moments, whether
you're changing jobs, starting a family, coping
with financial difficulty, or facing retirement.
Authoritative and easy to understand, featuring
fascinating case studies and with beautiful,
inspiring illustrations throughout, Astrology is
your essential e-guide to making the most of all
life's challenges and opportunities.
A Whisper of Smoke Dec 24 2021 In 1960s
Kentucky, Susanna Braden is one of four
children in a dynamic Catholic family that
thrives on unpredictability, where painful
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secrets remain unspoken, allowing sins of the
past to be repeated and threatening the security
and innocence of another generation. Susanna's
childhood begins as one of enchantment, but
always with an underlying current of instability.
When a series of events lead to the development
of a bitter judgment towards parents who failed
to protect, either through undisclosed secrets or
failure to act, Susanna draws on the support of
her friends and siblings as she struggles with
whether these experiences should define the
person she is to become. These same
experiences shape her self-esteem and feelings
about love and relationships, while her
friendships with Shelly, a funny, allegedlypromiscuous classmate, and Calvin, the
honorable boy-next-door with whom she secretly
falls in love, keep her grounded. Ultimately,
Susanna must decide whether to accept her
family, despite its faults, particularly when she
recognizes the same failings in herself. And she
must determine whether her family's good
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qualities, including an endearing resilience and
appealing ability to rally together, even in the
face of profound loss, provide the redemption
they all so desperately seek.More detailed
description:In 1960's Kentucky, Mama births
adventures like golden eggs, but she's not
exactly maternal. So, when it comes to the
younger Braden children, teenage Susanna does
her best to fill in where Mama leaves off – until
Susanna unearths shameful secrets about
Mama's past and, worse, discovers that Mama
has completely failed to warn, or protect, her
own children. Furious and filled with righteous
indignation, Susanna's through doing Mama's
work for her, and all she wants is to somehow
escape the drama. Susanna finds comfort in the
farm next-door and the boy who's always been
her best friend. He's there for her like he always
is, steady and appealingly normal and, before
long, she's falling for him. For a little while,
nothing seems as important as winning Calvin's
love. But Calvin is involved with someone else,
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and when he deploys to Vietnam, it may not be
Susanna's love he carries in his heart. Things
look bleak, until it becomes clear that Calvin
needs her friendship, if not her love, now more
than ever. He's the most honorable person
Susanna's ever known, and even he is being
changed by his experiences. Suddenly Susanna's
sense of honor, and fault, are being challenged,
just as she has to face what's happening at home
– that her withdrawal does not come without a
cost, and her beloved brother is paying the
price. Now she finds herself at a crossroads –
repeat her mother's mistakes or face the awful
truth. And it all boils down to a choice between
fear and hope.
Whisper to Me Aug 20 2021 'I love you. I'm sorry
for what I did to you. I'm going to write it all
down, explain everything that happened, why I
broke your heart, and then I'm going to email it
to you. I will be waiting for you at 5 p.m. Friday
by the windmill hole at the crazy golf at the Pier
where we played once. If you still want me then,
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when you're done reading this, come and get
me. OK? Consider this the most screwed up love
letter ever.'So begins Nick Lake's brilliant tour
de force romance which introduces readers to
Cassie, a New Jersey Shore teen who, over the
course of one summer, experiences the
exhilarating highs of new love, the frightening
free falls of personal demons and family tragedy,
and the bumps along the way to forgiveness,
acceptance, and self-discovery. Told entirely
through flashbacks, readers will savour every
moment of Cassie's relationship with a
boardwalk boy and race to the last page to
discover how it all ends.
The Whispers of the Fallen Sep 20 2021 Ever
since the dawn of days, rumors about the Diary
of Lucifer echoed throughout Elysium. Hidden
from all human knowledge, the Diary was kept a
secret, locked away in the small village of
Agalmath. Isaac and Demetre find themselves in
a dangerous journey as they uncover the truth
about the Diary and its guardians. However, for
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Isaac and Demetre, danger lies at every step,
hidden in the most unexpected places. Hunted
by the Nephilins and the Fallen Stars, they must
find others who will join them in the battle
against the coming darkness. Thus begins The
Whispers of the Fallen, a new series of epic
fantasy for readers of all ages.
The Whisper Man Nov 10 2020
Whisper Me a Love Song 1 Aug 27 2019 Bubbly,
energetic first-year high school student Himari
falls head over heels for her senpai Yori after
hearing her band perform on the first day of
school. Himari tells Yori she just loves her, and,
to Himari’s surprise, Yori says she loves Himari
back! But when Himari realizes that she and her
senpai are feeling two different kinds of love,
she begins to ask herself what “love” really
means…
Hidden in a Whisper (Westward Chronicles
Book #2) Apr 15 2021 Rachel has secured
herself a rare position at the newest Harvey
House in New Mexico. She looks forward to a
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new life there, far from the memories and
longings of her heart--only to find that the very
man her heart refuses to forget will be working
right alongside her! Westward Chronicles Book
2.
The Whisper Apr 27 2022 Her magical book of
stories is wordless until a whisper in the wind
tells a little girl to imagine a story for each page.
A Whisper of Sorrows Oct 10 2020 The hunter
has become the hunted.Ten years ago, DCI Jack
Logan caught the twisted child killer known as
Mister Whisper.Two days ago, Mister Whisper
escaped.Now, Jack must track down the most
ruthless enemy he has ever faced before he can
strike again. But, after ten years behind bars, it
isn't just murder that Mister Whisper has in
mind.It's revenge.A Whisper of Sorrows is the
sixth book in the DCI Jack Logan crime thriller
series, all based in the Highlands of Scotland,
and perfect for fans of Tartan Noir crime fiction.
First Whisper of "The Wind in the Willows"
Aug 08 2020 Describes how the children's book
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"The wind in the willows" was written.
Whisper Oct 22 2021 Victims all describe
hearing a voice before they die gruesomely.
Sometimes it’s singing an old Taiwanese song,
sometimes it’s in Japanese, and sometimes it’s
an anguished call for help from a loved one. Can
Wu Shih-Sheng, a degenerate taxi driver in
Taipei, hunt down the source of the voice that
killed his wife before he becomes the next
victim? Whisper is a plot-driven, Taiwanese
horror story. As well as being a chilling read,
Chang Yu-Ko cleverly combines Taiwanese
folklore, the Japanese occupation of Taiwan, and
the long-term mistreatment of the country’s
aboriginal people into a story of how the past
can still kill.
A Wrinkle in Time Mar 15 2021 A Wrinkle in
Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal.
It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her
small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother
had come down to the kitchen for a midnight
snack when they were upset by the arrival of a
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most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my
glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just
got caught in a downdraft and blown off course.
Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be
on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there
is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in
case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in
time. To tell more would rob the reader of the
enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A
Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal
in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space
and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin
O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most
popular boys in high school). They are in search
of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared
while engaged in secret work for the
government on the tesseract problem.
A Whisper In the Snow May 05 2020 This
classic holiday book about a lost teddy bear
makes a perfect gift for boys and girls 5 - 7 years
old. Can one lost teddy bear make it home for
Christmas? The little rabbits and mice who find
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him in the snow certainly hope so. A lost bear
means a sad Christmas for him and for the poor
child missing their friend. Together the animals,
with a little love, spruce up this shoddy teddy
just in time to make a very special Christmas for
his lonely owner. This is a heartwarming story
about the power of hope, persistence, and
finding the way home.
A Whisper of Stars May 29 2022
A Whisper of Stars Sep 01 2022 Liv wünscht
sich nichts sehnlicher, als ihrem Leben auf
Hawaiki zu entfliehen. Weder sie noch ihre
beiden besten Freunde glauben noch an die
Legenden über mythische Götter und
Ahnengeister, die man sich an den rauen
schwarzen Küsten seit Anbeginn erzählt. Doch
als am Tag des Sternenfestes nicht nur ein
Fremder auf der Insel auftaucht, sondern
plötzlich uralte Kräfte zum Leben erwachen,
beginnt für Liv und ihre Freunde ein Wettlauf
gegen die Zeit. Eine Reise ins Ungewisse, ohne
Zurück. Ein erbarmungsloser Jäger. Und eine
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gefährliche Liebe, die Livs Herz höher schlagen
lässt als je zuvor ...
The Whisper House: A Rose Gifford Book (Rose
Gifford series, Book 2) Jan 31 2020 The
incredible new novel from C.S. Green – featuring
Detective Rose Gifford Something terrible
happened in that house... ‘An enthralling, multilayered crime novel that fans of Peter James and
Lisa Jewell will adore’ MARK EDWARDS
A Whisper of Wolves Jan 25 2022 The first
book in the exciting new Guardians of the Wild
series. When a raven drops a white feather at
the doorstep on the day of your birth, it is a
symbol of your destiny. You are a Whisperer – a
guardian of the wild. Many years have passed
since the people of Meridina last knew war, but
a shadow has settled over the kingdom. When
Alice and her companion, Storm, sense a
demonic presence in the forests, they send for
help. But they’re running out of time. With the
entire balance of the natural world at stake, will
Alice and Storm have to face the demons alone?
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A dramatic and fast-paced new series, perfect
for fans Michelle Paver, Gill Lewis and the
Warrior series.
A Whisper of Wind Dec 12 2020 Kinara Kitari
and her fiancé Alator both serve in the Guardian
Forces of Alympia, each with different talents
and levels of experience. When the unrelenting
enemy Javalar attacks, they join their comrades
in battle, but the results are devastating to both
civilians and fighters. Suddenly Kinara is no
longer a bride planning her wedding but a
warrior fighting for her place in the ranks. At the
same time, in a small rural town on the planet's
poorest continent, the Khiings family is
beginning to plan a celebration for their oldest
son's return from college. Then Kinara, an old
family friend, shows up on their doorstep and an
unwise choice first puts her life in jeopardy, and
not long after makes her the custodian of Zaelek,
the second Khiings son, who is just beginning to
find the source of his own power. As Zaelek
struggles to discover just who and what he is,
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events no longer allow for a leisurely exploration
of his progress but accelerate the process in
ways he never could have imagined as he is
swept along by forces beyond his control.
Everyone has secrets here, and as life devolves
into chaos, some are exposed while some remain
hidden and everyone must do what they can to
survive.
The Touch of Your Shadow, the Whisper of
Your Name Feb 23 2022 A novel based on the
television science-fiction series, Babylon 5, set
aboard a massive space station in the year 2257.
Positioned in a key sector of the galaxy and
under the jurisdiction of the Earth Alliance,
Babylon 5 serves as a space-borne port of call,
open to travellers from anywhere.
Star Whisper Jun 29 2022
Whispers of War Jun 17 2021 War. An alien war.
The catlike alien asked the humans to fight in an
alien war. Can you believe that? An alien ship
crashed on Earth 5,000 years ago, throwing our
solar system into a temporal bubble. No time has
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passed outside our solar system. It is now 2030,
ten years after a government shutdown that
never ended. A jackal-like alien almost killed
Terry Chang. Now he and his friends must
venture out into the unknown, where multiple
alien races are on the verge of war. Turns out
mythology is not so mythical after all. If you
liked Ender's Game, Stargate, the Expeditionary
Force Series, and the Earthrise series, you'll like
this.
A Whisper of Stars Jan 13 2021 Liebe,
Sternenstaub & ein erschütternder Verrat Die
Suche nach dem Sternenstaub führt Olivia und
ihre Freunde nach Neuseeland. Doch dort
erwarten sie nicht nur Geheimnisse und neue
Verbündete: Gefährliche Träume suchen Olivia
heim, und ein rätselhafter Bann lässt sie
verstummen, sobald sie versucht, über sie zu
sprechen. Nicht einmal Jamie, der ihr Herz
höher schlagen lässt, schafft es, Olivia zu helfen.
Als sich die Ereignisse auf einmal überschlagen,
steht viel mehr auf dem Spiel als ihr aller Leben.
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Olivia muss sich entscheiden, was ihr wichtiger
ist: ihr Herz, ihre Seele oder das Richtige zu tun
...
The Whisper of Legends Jul 07 2020 An empty
canoe washes up on the shore of the Nahanni
River — has the river claimed four more lives?
When his teenage daughter goes missing on a
summer wilderness canoe trip to the Nahanni
River, Inspector Michael Green is forced into
unfamiliar territory. Unable to mobilize the local
RCMP, he enlists the help of his long-time
friend, Staff Sergeant Brian Sullivan, to
accompany him to the Northwest Territories to
look for themselves. Green is terrified. The park
has 30,000 square kilometres of wilderness and
600 grizzlies. Even worse, Green soon discovers
his daughter lied to him. The trip was organized
not by a reputable tour company but by her new
boyfriend, Scott, a graduate geology student.
When clues about Scott’s past begin to drift in,
Green, Sullivan, and two guides head into the
wilderness. After the body of one of the group
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turns up at the bottom of a cliff, they begin to
realize just what is at stake.
The Roar Apr 03 2020 Twins Mika and Ellie live
in a future behind a wall, safe from the plague
animals that live beyond. Or so they've been
told. When one of them disappears, and the
other is caught in a sinister game, they begin to
discover that their world is built on lies ...
Whisper Network Jul 27 2019 Sloane, Ardie,
Grace, and Rosalita have worked at Truviv, Inc.
for years. The sudden death of the CEO means
their boss, Ames, will likely take over the entire
company. Ames has always been surrounded by
whispers about how he treats women. Those
whispers have been ignored, swept under the
rug, hidden away by those in charge. But the
world has changed, and the women are watching
this promotion differently. This time, when they
find out Ames is making an inappropriate move
on a colleague, they've decided enough is
enough. Sloane and her colleagues' decision to
take a stand sets in motion a catastrophic shift
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in the office. Lies will be uncovered. Secrets will
be exposed. And not everyone will survive.
The Whisper of a Saint Jun 05 2020 Theo is a
Silicon Valley executive. But one day, a guru
appears in a vision and calls him to the
Himalayas. While most children played with
toys, one boy received visions of a white-robed
Holy Man. The American grew from adolescence
to manhood, but he never forgot the images of
his guru. When his teacher tells the 50-year-old
pupil to leave the U.S. and find him on the other
side of the world, the middle-aged student jumps
on a plane bound for India...But the American's
journey of self-discovery has just begun. In the
mystical mountain passes of the Himalayas, he
approaches exactly what the Holy Man has
prepared him for his whole life. Can the
American find spiritual truth and Enlightenment
in the modern world? "The Whisper of a Saint" is
an awe-inspiring spiritual novel. If you like the
exploration of philosophical questions, Indian
Vedanta spiritual guidance, and vibrant
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portrayals of the Himalayan wilderness, then
you'll love Richard Dietrich Maddox's
empowering tale. Buy "The Whisper of a Saint"
to embark on your own journey to enlightenment
today!
A Whisper In The Night Jan 01 2020 An
arranged marriage. A kidnapped general. A plot
to murder. Princess Fiadonessa is at the center
of them all. To save her people, she's forced to
accept a marriage to Prince Fynnigan, heir to
the rival kingdom of Guinyx. When the king of
Guinyx's beloved general is kidnapped, Fia
snatches her opportunity for freedom and strikes
a bargain: the general's safe return for an
annulment. Her gift of hearing whispers in the
wind should make the task easy, but she soon
discovers there's more to the kidnapping than
meets the eye. The whispers warn the Bringer of
Death, Mikaiel, is after her. Everything about
him is lethal, but what scares Fia most of all isn't
losing her life- it's losing her heart. TW: Please
be aware that this book features mature content
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not meant for readers under the age of eighteen
due to themes of murder, death, and a bit of
heat.
Whisper of Sin Oct 29 2019 A PSYCHANGELING NOVELLA BY THE AUTHOR OF
SHARDS OF HOPE AND SHIELD OF WINTER...
"THE ALPHA AUTHOR OF PARANORMAL
ROMANCE" (Booklist) New York Times
bestselling author Nalini Singh returns to her
phenomenal Psy-Changeling world as a woman
in peril finds herself in the arms of a
dangerously beautiful shapeshifter… San
Francisco is under threat from a violent gang…a
gang that has no idea who they’re challenging.
The DarkRiver pack of leopard changelings has
already claimed the city as their territory, and
they will fight with wild fury to protect its
residents. Emmett, a lethally trained leopard
soldier, isn’t about to let outsiders muscle in on
his home ground—especially when they target a
human named Ria. Emmett has one word for the
smart stranger with her curvy body and tough
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spirit: mine. Possessive, dominant, unyielding in
his demands and desires, Emmett is unlike
anyone Ria has ever before met. But while the
sexy leopard changeling makes her body ignite,
his kisses molten and his touch addicting, she’s
no pushover and she has a few demands of her
own. This leopard has met his match… Whisper
of Sin previously appeared in Burning Up Praise
for Nalini Singh’s Psy-Changeling Series “A
must-read for all my fans.” —#1 New York Times
bestselling author Christine Feehan “Not to be
missed.”—Lora Leigh, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nalini Singh loves writing
about alpha heroes devoted to the women they
claim as their own. Strong and intelligent, her
heroines are more than capable of tangling with
these protective, possessive, (and occasionally
infuriating) men. Nalini lives and works in
beautiful New Zealand. You can find out more
about her and her books at her website, where
you can also read free short stories and deleted
scenes from the New York Times bestselling Psy-
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Changeling and Guild Hunter series.
Royals Nov 22 2021 PRINCESS DIARIES
MEETS MADE IN CHELSEA Daisy Winters,
average sixteen-year-old, has no desire to live in
the spotlight - but it's not up to you when your
perfect older sister is engaged to the Crown
Prince of Scotland. The crown - and the
intriguing Miles - might be trying to make Daisy
into a lady, but she may have to rewrite the royal
rulebook.
The Whisper May 17 2021 Listen -- can you
hear it? The explosive sequel to THE ROAR!
From a whisper...to a scream! Telepathic twins
Mika and Ellie at last are reunited. But if they're
ever to free the brainwashed, microchipped
child soldiers, they must pretend to play along
with the tyrant Mal Gorman's maniacal plan,
even as they mind-read his every evil thought.
Members of an elite squadron of mutants, the
brother and sister have specialized skills that
will enable them to steal the top-secret formula
for an age-reversing drug developed by rebel
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scientists on the wild side of The Wall. Juiced by
these potent pills, the cadaver-like Gorman
foresees a future in which he'll be forever young
- released from the machinery that now supports
him. Unless, that is, Ellie and Mika have a
master plan of their own: to bring the allpowerful Gorman to his knees, and face-to-face
with his greatest fear.
Of Fire and Stars Feb 11 2021 An atmospheric
and romantic debut fantasy perfect for fans of
Ash and The Winner’s Curse. Betrothed since
childhood to the prince of Mynaria, Princess
Dennaleia has always known what her future
holds. Her marriage will seal the alliance
between Mynaria and her homeland, protecting
her people from other hostile kingdoms. But
Denna has a secret. She possesses an Affinity for
fire—a dangerous gift for the future queen of a
land where magic is forbidden. Now Denna has
to learn the ways of her new kingdom while
trying to hide her growing magic. To make
matters worse, she must learn to ride Mynaria’s
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formidable warhorses before her
coronation—and her teacher is the person who
intimidates her most, the prickly and
unconventional Princess Amaranthine, sister of
her betrothed. When a shocking assassination
leaves the kingdom reeling, Mare and Denna
reluctantly join forces to search for the culprit.
As the two work together, they discover there is
more to one another than they thought—and
soon their friendship is threatening to blossom
into something more. But with dangerous
conflict brewing that makes the alliance more
important than ever, acting on their feelings
could be deadly. Forced to choose between their
duty and their hearts, Mare and Denna must find
a way to save their kingdoms—and each other.
Plus don't miss the sequel: Of Ice and Shadows!
A Whisper of Angels Mar 03 2020 When best
friends Nicolas and Henry go out to sea on a
whaling ship, danger and sexuality collide
resulting in revenge and a search for
redemption. Best friends Nicolas and Henry
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can't acknowledge their love for each other in
the chilly climate of New Bedford,
Massachusetts in 1857. After a prank turns
disastrous, their punishment is to be sent to sea
on a whaling ship, where danger and sexuality
collide and Nicolas must pay a terrible price for
his unspoken love. Is there any chance he and
Henry can be together again-or will Nic's all-toohuman failings keep them apart forever?
Whispers in the Stars Jul 31 2022 Lady Zara, a
peaceful priestess and ruler of Nubria, is forced
to wed Logan, the powerful Commander of the
Galatic Guard, who unexpectedly breaks down
her defenses with passion, tenderness, and love.
Original.
Paradise Lost Nov 30 2019
A Whisper of Disgrace Sep 08 2020 Impulsive
and irresistible: Can a Corretti tame a sheikh?
Rosa Corretti cannot forget the one unguarded
night she spent with Kulal, when she buried her
disgrace beneath the seductive sighs of passion.
Now this hard, demanding sheikh wants to
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control her! Rosa has been too good for too long
and will not jump from one gilded cage to
another—no matter how brightly it glitters! But
Kulal has centuries of the desert in his blood and
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the more Rosa resists, the hotter it fires in his
veins. As their passion burns through the tethers
around his heart, will this arrogant sheikh
accept this Corretti?
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